Introduction
Glass ionomer cement (GIC) was invented by Wilson and Kent in 1971 [1]. GIC is widely used as a dental material, due to its ease of use, low coefficient of thermal expansion, good biocompatibility with bone pulp tissue, and long-term bonding to tooth surfaces and metals [2,3]. In addition, its unique fluoride (F) ion release characteristics have anticaries, antimicrobial and remineralization effects [4,5]. However, its current uses are limited because of its inadequate strength. Several researchers have attempted to overcome these poor mechanical properties by adding reinforcements, but sufficient improvements in mechanical and chemical properties have not yet been achieved [6-8]. As hydroxyapatite (HAp) has great biocompatibility and a composition similar to apatite in the human tooth, Nicholson et al. [9] first attempted to incorporate HAp into GIC prepared from oxide glass and F glass and concluded that the properties of GIC were not affected by the presence of HAp. However, other researchers reported that addition of HAp into commercially prepared GICs improved the mechanical properties [10,11]. In our previous studies, it was demonstrated that the addition of HAp particles was able to enhance both the mechanical and chemical properties of a conventional GIC used for dental restoration, Fuji IX GPTM (IX-GP; GC Corp., Tokyo, Japan) [12-14]. Moreover, we confirmed that the most suitable HAp for incorporation into GIC was porous HAp with a high specific surface area [14]. However, further investigations are necessary to clarify the mechanisms responsible for the improvement in mechanical and chemical properties by adding HAp to GIC.
The purposes of this study were to investigate the effects of HAp using the latest commercialized GIC, Fuji IX GP Extra™ (IX-Ex; GC Corp.), which is an improved formulation of IX-GP, and to investigate the mechanisms for the improvement of mechanical and functional properties with addition of HAp. Moreover, we compared the elemental release properties of our novel GIC containing porous HAp, referred to herein as apatite ionomer cement (AIC), and functional S-PRG filler-containing composite resin, which was developed and introduced recently [15], commonly known as GIOMER.

Materials & Methods

1. Investigation for HAp’s adaptation to latest GIC

1) Preparation of AIC specimens

Conventional posterior glass ionomer restorative cement, IX-Ex (lot nos. 1205081 and 1312051), was used as the control and base material in AIC groups. IX-Ex is the latest GIC, having improved translucency and F release properties, as compared with IX-GP. IX-Ex-powder is mainly composed of fluoro-aluminosilicate glass containing silicon (Si), aluminum (Al), sodium (Na) and strontium (Sr). IX-Ex-liquid is composed of polyacrylic acid, polybasic carboxylic acid and distilled water. Each AIC powder was prepared by replacing 6, 12, 18 and 24 wt% IX-Ex-powder with spherical HAp (HApS; Taihei Chemical Industrial Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan), followed by mixing with IX-Ex-liquid at a powder/liquid ratio (P/L) of 3.4, in accordance with instruction manual of IX-Ex (6%-, 12%- , 18%- and 24%-AIC, respectively). In addition, IX-GP (lot no. 1012241) was also prepared as a negative control.

2) Mechanical properties

(1) Flexural strength tests

Beam-shaped samples of IX-GP, IX-Ex and AICs measuring 20 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm for flexural strength test were prepared in a stainless-steel split mold (n = 6/group). Cement mixtures were condensed into the mold and clamped under a 500 g load for 10 minutes at room temperature, and were then unclamped and kept for 50 minutes at 100% humidity at 37°C, followed by storage in artificial saliva (Saliveht™ Aerosol, Teijin Ltd., Osaka, Japan) for 23 hours. Samples for flexural strength test were then subjected to a three-point bending test using a universal testing machine (AGS-X, Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan) at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min.

(2) Compressive strength test

Cylindrical samples of IX-GP, IX-Ex and AICs measuring 4 mm in diameter × 6 mm in height for compressive tests were prepared in a stainless-steel split mold, following the procedures outlined in ISO9917-1 (n = 6/group). After 24 hours of storage in artificial saliva, samples were tested using a universal testing machine (AGS-X, Shimadzu Corp.) at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min.

3) Fluoride ion release test

For F ion release measurement, IX-GP (n = 6), IX-Ex and AIC (n = 4/group) samples measuring 10 mm in diameter × 2 mm in thickness were prepared using a polyethylene split mold. Mixed IX-GP, IX-Ex and AICs were placed into a mold on a glass plate, covered with celluloid strips and pressed with another glass plate under 500g load for 10 minutes. Specimens were kept at 37°C and 100% relative humidity for a further 50 minutes, and were then gently removed from molds. Samples were individually suspended in 8 mL of deionized water in sealed containers and stored at 37°C. For measurements, each disk was removed from water, washed with 2 mL of deionized water over the immersed water, dried on filter paper, and immediately immersed in 8 mL of fresh deionized water for further measurement. F ion concentrations were measured every day for 30 days using an F ion-selective electrode (Orion 9609 BNWP, Thermo Fisher Scientific Research, Boston, MA, USA) connected to an ion analyzer (Orion 2115010 Dual Star pH/ion-meter, Thermo Fisher Scientific Research). Next, 1.0 mL of total ionic strength adjustment buffer III solution (TISAB III; Orion 940911, Thermo Fisher Scientific Research) was added to provide a constant background of ionic strength. All measured concentrations were expressed as mass/surface area (μg/cm²).
2. Evaluation of functional properties of AIC based IX-Ex

1) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observation

SEM (SU-70, Hitachi High-Technologies Co., Tokyo, Japan) was used to observe the microstructure of HApS particles. The fractured surfaces of IX-Ex and 18%-AIC samples after flexural strength test were observed by SEM (S-4800, Hitachi High-Technologies Co.) in combination with energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS; IncaPentaFETx3, Oxford Instruments PLC., Oxford, UK). Before SEM observations, specimens were sputter coated with osmium using a plasma multi coater (PMC-5000, MEIWAFOSIS Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). Moreover, cross-sectional SEM specimens were prepared using a cross-section polisher (SM-09020CP, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and backscatter electron imaging was performed using a field-emission SEM system (JSM-6701F, JEOL).

2) Multi-mineral release test

In multi-mineral release test, S-PRG filler-containing resin Beautifil II™ (GIOMER; SHOFU INC., Kyoto, Japan: lot no. 121318), which is a known functional material, was used as a positive control. IX-Ex and 18%-AIC samples measuring 10 mm in diameter × 2 mm in thickness was prepared, as described in Experiment 1 (n = 4/group). GIOMER was placed into the mold, covered with celluloid strips and pressed between two glass plates to the thickness of the mold, and was cured using a dental light-cure device (Newlight VL-II, GC Co.) for 20 seconds on each side. Samples were individually suspended by a thread in 18 mL of deionized water for 24 hours at 37°C. For measurements, each disk was removed from the water, and washed with 2 mL of deionized water over the immersed water. Concentrations of Al, Si, phosphate (P), calcium (Ca) and Sr released from the samples were assessed using inductive coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES; ICPS-8100, Shimadzu Co.). F ion concentration was measured using an ion analyzer (D-53, Horiba Ltd., Kyoto, Japan) and F electrode (6561-10C, Horiba Ltd.).

3. Statistical analysis

Differences in test results were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s test, and p-values of less than 0.05 being regarded as significant.

Results

1. Experiment 1

1) Mechanical properties of AIC based on IX-Ex

The results of flexural and compressive strength tests for IX-GP, IX-Ex and AICs are shown in Table 1. The flexural strength of IX-Ex was significantly lower than that of IX-GP (p<0.01), while the flexural strength of 12%-AIC was significantly higher than that of IX-Ex (p<0.01). Furthermore, there were no significant differences in flexural strength between IX-GP and 12% AICs (p>0.05), and although 6%- and 18%-AICs tended to have increased flexural strength when compared with IX-Ex, the differences were not significant. Conversely, 24%-AIC tended to have decreased flexural strength. The compressive strength of IX-Ex and AICs was also significantly lower when compared with that of IX-GP. There were no significant differences in compressive strength between IX-Ex and AICs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Flexural strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Compressive strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IX-GP</td>
<td>27.3 ± 4.2</td>
<td>155.2 ± 11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX-Ex</td>
<td>18.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>119.7 ± 8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6%-AIC</td>
<td>19.8 ± 3.4</td>
<td>122.1 ± 16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12%-AIC</td>
<td>20.7 ± 2.7</td>
<td>129.0 ± 9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%-AIC</td>
<td>17.9 ± 4.0</td>
<td>115.6 ± 12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Flexural and compressive strength of IX-GP, IX-Ex and AICs

ANOVA/Tukey’s test: *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001
2) Fluoride ion release properties of AIC-based IX-Ex

The accumulated F ion release for IX-GP, IX-Ex and AICs is shown in Fig 1. F release for IX-Ex was significantly higher than that for IX-GP after 30 days, and the accumulated F release concentration of IX-Ex on 30th day was about eight-fold higher when compared to that of IX-GP. Moreover, 6%- 12%- and 18%-AICs tended to have higher levels of F release when compared with IX-Ex for 30 days after mixing. In particular, the accumulated F release dose of the 18%-AIC specimen up to 26th day after mixing was significantly higher when compared that of IX-Ex (p<0.05). Moreover, 18%-AIC had 1.2-fold higher F release dose on the 30th day (1049.6 ± 50.2 µg/cm²) than that of IX-Ex (849.6 ± 180.3 µg/cm²). In contrast, F release for the 24%-AIC specimen (752.8 ± 92.1 µg/cm²) was lower, but was not significantly different from that for IX-Ex.

2. Experiment 2

1) SEM observation

Figure 2 shows a representative image of a HApS particle used in AIC. HApS particles were spherical and about 20 µm in diameter (Fig. 2-A and B), and were formed by aggregation of innumerable nano-sized HAp particles (Fig. 2-C and D). Figure 3 shows compositional SEM images of IX-Ex and 18%-AIC. Innumerable nano-particles from the HApS were found to be dispersed within the matrix of 18%-AIC (Fig. 3-B), as compared with IX-Ex (Fig. 3-A).

Two representative images of HApS particles in 18%-AIC are shown in Fig. 4-A and B. In Fig. 4-A, HApS were integrated within the matrix of AIC. The matrix components of AIC infiltrated into HApS particles, which is indicated by the asterisk in Fig. 4-B-2. Based on the results of EDS point analysis, it was confirmed that the structure was matrix like.

![Fig. 1 Accumulated fluoride release from IX-GP, IX-Ex and AICs](image-url)
Fig. 2  SEM images of HApS
A: HApS powder, B: Broken HApS particle, C: Surface of HApS (high magnification of A),
D: Interior of HApS (high magnification of B)

Fig. 3  Compositional SEM image of IX-Ex (A) and 18%-AIC (B) in backscattered electron mode. Abbreviations:
G: IX-Ex-glass-core
Fig. 4  Representative images of HApS particles in 18%-AIC
A-1: HApS were integrated in matrix of AIC, A-2: High magnification of A-1,
B-2: AIC matrix component infiltrated into HApS particles,
B-2: High magnification of B-1
Abbreviations: G: IX-Ex-glass-core, *: EDS analysis point.

Fig. 5  Mineral release properties of IX-Ex, 18%-AIC and GIORMER
ANOVA/Tukey’s-test; *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, n.s.: no significant difference
2) Multi-mineral release test
Figure 5 shows the results of ICP analysis (Al, Si, P, Ca and Sr) and F ion release tests for IX-Ex, 18%-AIC and GIOMER. The release of F, Al, Si and P from 18%-AIC was significantly higher when compared with IX-Ex and GIOMER. The release of Ca and Sr from AIC was significantly lower when compared with GIOMER. There were no significant differences in Ca and Sr release dose between IX-Ex and 18%-AIC.

Discussion
IX-GP is one of the strongest commercially available restorative GICs. Therefore, it has been widely used for atraumatic restorative treatment (ART) [16-19]. In our previous study, IX-GP was used as a base material for AIC, and it was confirmed that HAp enhanced both the mechanical and chemical properties of the conventional restorative GIC [12-14]. In recent years, IX-Ex has been commercialized as a GIC with unsurpassed wear resistance, compressive strength and durability, and has been promoted as containing a next generation glass filler, SmartGlass™, with higher transclucency, extremely high (about six times higher) F release and faster setting, as compared to IX-GP. Several researchers have demonstrated its excellent F release properties [20,21] and translucency [22]. In the present study, the mechanical properties and F release properties of IX-Ex were first compared with those of IX-GP. According our results, the flexural and compressive strengths of IX-Ex were significantly lower than those of IX-GP. However, porous HApS was able to enhance the flexural strength of IX-Ex to a comparable level as IX-GP (Table 1). F release from IX-Ex was already eight-fold greater when compared IX-GP. And furthermore, F release from AIC was markedly higher than IX-GP (Fig. 1).

In our preliminary study, it was confirmed that the most suitable ratio for HAp addition in AIC depended on the base GIC; for example, the best ratio of HAp for AIC based on IX-GP was 8% [12-14]. According to the results of “Experiment 1”, we decided the optimal HApS ratio for IX-Ex-AIC would be 18%, and performed further examinations in “Experiment 2”, as the rate of HApS may produce further improvement in F release properties without reducing the mechanical properties of IX-Ex (Table 1 and Fig. 1).

Numerous studies have focused on F release from GIC [20,21,23,24], because F release is an important property of GIC and may assist in the prevention of secondary caries, acceleration of remineralization of dentin, and antibacterial properties [5,25-27]. In the present study, it was found that AIC offers improved F ion release properties, despite being produced by simply adding HAp to IX-Ex (Figs. 1 and 5). With regard to F components, they were present only in the IX-Ex-powder, i.e., fluoro-aluminosilicate glass, and AIC releases greater amounts of F ions than IX-Ex, despite the lower F content in AIC (Fig. 1 and 5). It has been reported that the F released from GIC is mainly from the matrix [28,29]. SEM observations of the AIC fracture surface in the present study indicate that the matrix had infiltrated HApS particles (Fig. 4). It is also possible that the HApS, glass cores, and matrix may react with one another, as the compositional SEM image of AIC (Fig. 3) indicated that the hydroxyapatite became dispersed and dissolved. In addition, HAp is a well-known biocompatible functional material for use in ion exchange and adsorbent materials, and as a catalyst. Therefore, HAp appears to improve the movement of F ions from the IX-Ex glass core to the matrix layer. However, some researchers have concluded that F release depends on GIC surface degradation or dissolution of the glass core [30,31]. We have not investigated the relationship between F release and solubility of AIC, and this requires further study.

Moreover, we examined the release properties of several minerals from AIC in addition to F, and this was compared with IX-Ex and S-PRG filler containing composite resin. S-PRG filler, which forms a stable glass-ionomer phase on the surface of filler by pre-reacting acid-reactive glass containing F with polyacrylic acid in the presence of water, was recently introduced [15]. It has been reported that S-PRG filler has good ion release and pH buffer properties [32], and that S-PRG filler exhibits antibacterial activity via the release of metal ions from
the composite resin [33]. In this study, it was shown that the release of Si, P and Al ion from AIC was significantly higher when compared with that from IX-Ex and GIOMER (p<0.001) (Fig.5). This suggests that soluble ions were discharged to the matrix gel phase, due to the source of ion release. In particular, Besinis et al. reported that the infiltration of demineralized dentin with Si and HAp nanoparticles may provide a suitable scaffold for the remineralization of dentin [34]. The release of Al is known to be associated with enhanced F release due to the alumino-fluoro complex in GIC glass [35]. In addition, glass in the Fuji IX family is mainly composed of fluoro-alumino-silicate containing Si, Al, Na, F and Sr, but not Ca. Shiozawa et al. demonstrated that Ca enhances the formation of GIC matrix, thereby increasing the surface hardness [21]. Ca is therefore necessary for reinforcement of GIC mechanical strength, and HAp could be a useful source of Ca in AIC made with IX-Ex, one of the Fuji IX family. In addition, GIC is able to adhere to the tooth surface. It has been reported that “the intermediate layer” between GIC and dentin contains Ca and P from HAp [36], and we believe that a layer similar to “the intermediate layer” forms around HApS in the AIC matrix. In this study, it was observed that innumerable HAp nano-particles were scattered in the AIC matrix on SEM images (Fig. 3-B), and that the flexural strength of AIC was significantly higher than that of IX-Ex (Table 1). This suggests that HAp enhances the GIC matrix, leading to GIC reinforcement.

According to the results of this study, HAp is able to enhance the mechanical and chemical properties of IX-Ex, latest conventional restorative GIC. In a previous study, it was found that a granular HAp-containing GIC had improved fracture toughness and long-term bonding to dentin [13]. In addition, we reported that AIC continues to mature over time [14]. That is to say, AIC has potential as a reliable restorative material without losing the advantages of GIC. Furthermore, the release of F and Si from AIC suggests the possibility of antibacterial activity and inhibition of secondary caries.

**Conclusion**
A novel GIC containing porous HAp, known as AIC, based on the latest conventional restorative GIC, IX-Ex was evaluated for mechanical properties and F release properties. Porous HAp was able to improve both strength and F release, without losing the advantages of conventional GIC. Moreover, the release of several minerals from AIC was higher when compared with S-PRG filler containing composite resin, commercialized as a functional and bioactive restorative material. Porous HAp may play an important part in improving both mechanical strength and F release of GIC, as well as inhibiting secondary caries and antibacterial properties.
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